
& Systems that
save you time
and money.

Online Automatization



What is Automation?
 
 

Automation is the concept of letting
software or created systems perform

pre-defined actions, tasks, and
processes on the web.

S.Y.S.T.E.M.- Save yourself time, energy and money.



Many Ai tools are based on different things but the key
point is to get accuracy and instant results.

Types of AI Automation
Systems

Logic-based AI:
It uses formal knowledge instead
of simulation of human thoughts

Anti-logic AI:
it uses ad-hoc solutions for
machine learning and vision-
dispensation

Past Knowlegde:
Ai tools get information
from past record of a user

Reactive AI:
It uses algorithms to get the
right path like playing a chess
game

‘’ System diversity never affects the driven
results. But a key just fits into the right lock ‘’



What can you do with web automation?

Think of all the clicking and typing you do at your desk every day involving websites and
web-based applications. All these actions can be automated with web automation.



Ways to
Automate



Streamline your Accounting and Expense System.

Managing small business finances is a job of its own. If you’re still managing this yourself,
consider using an accounting and expense system with automation capabilities. 

A tool such as QuickBooks Online can be helpful for tracking your business financials. You
can even connect this tool directly to your CRM so your records can accurately reflect which
contacts have purchased from you. 

Having an accounting and expense system in place can also help with receipt management
by automatically categorizing receipts that come to your inbox to corresponding charges on
your financial statements.

https://ecosystem.hubspot.com/marketplace/apps/finance/accounting/quickbooks-online


Set up automated email campaigns.

Triggering emails based on actions, such as webinar sign-up confirmations or
abandoned basket notifications.
Email drip workflows that send content at set intervals.
Delivering content or requested information after filling out a form.
A/B testing content and automatically send the best performing version of the content.
Personalizing each email you send.
Segmenting groups based on data and automatically sending 

Types of email automation:

       the right email to each group.



Automate Short Message Service (SMS) Marketing Messages. 

Meeting and event reminders
Restock alerts for products the contact has
expressed interest in
Empty cart abandonment messages
Promotional messages for special deals and
discounts

Potential SMS marketing automation includes:



Create Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs).
 

Onboard new team members 
Delegate tasks to others 

Whether you’re a solopreneur or lead a small team, having standard operating procedures
(SOPs) is critical for a healthy business. 

These are detailed instructions that outline how to complete processes 
within your business. As your company grows, having SOPs on hand 
makes it so much easier to:

The faster team members can get up and running, the greater the 
impact they can have on your business. 

https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/standard-operating-procedure


Automate your Onboarding or Sales Processes.

Automatically generate and send legal and compliance forms.
Having accounts and access to key tools and systems automatically created.
Sync employee or customer data across necessary systems to reduce manual entry.

Ways you can automate your onboarding process:

By automating as much of the back-end process of onboarding as possible.



Implement a Lead Scoring System
 

Does you or your team have a process for determining which leads are more viable? 

Lead scoring is the process of assigning values, often in the form of numerical "points," to
each lead you generate for the business. You can score your leads based on multiple
attributes, including the professional information they've submitted to you and how they've
engaged with your website and brand across the internet. 

This process helps sales and marketing teams prioritize leads, respond to 
them appropriately, and increase the rate at which those leads become 
customers.



Review and Automate Your Sales Process.

Stay on top of a busy pipeline
Better calendar management
Identify and focus on the most sales-ready leads
Collect and act on data insights
Sync the latest data across all apps
Create a strong bridge with marketing
Pass new customers to onboarding
Avoid spending time on bad-fit leads
Created FAQs and YouTube Videos

Simple ways to automate the sales process:



Use Drop Shipping to Automate Fulfillment

Running an e-commerce business can be a lot of work. Between tracking inventory and
managing fulfillment, a lot has to happen behind the scenes to get products to your
customers. 

If you don’t want to manage inventory, consider drop shipping. 



Customer Relationship Management (CRM) 

To automate your customer information, you can use a CRM as a centralized database, and
sync contact data between apps to automatically make updates as soon as anything
changes on a customer account. 

This reduces the manual work done by your team, and improves relationships with your
contacts and customers.



Use a Social Media Scheduling Tool.
 

With the right social media scheduling tool, you you can create meaningful content in
advance, and schedule content to automatically post to your key platforms. Use your time
wisely. 

TIP: Batch create.

https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/social-media-calendar-tools


Systems for managing client relationships are
also altering as a result of artificial intelligence

Customer Support Management

Everyone experiences daily different data searches.
Whether an online shopping site or any app

When AI is applied to business or finance
platforms, a standard CRM system becomes an
auto-updating, self-correcting system that
manages your relationships for you.

The objective is to strengthen interactions with customers
in order to promote client retention and increase sales.



Digital Assistance:
Implement Chatbots 

Benefits

A digital assistant also referred to as a
predictive chatbot

A computer program that mimics
conversations with its users, usually online

Automate responses to the most
frequent informative and transactional
service desk inquiries

Help an employee file their expenditure
report by giving them a kind reminder

Offer better services
Save cash
Offer more services



Immediately Respond to Customer Service Requests.
 

How well your company responds to customer service inquiries can make all the difference
in keeping customers happy and coming back for more. 

Automation is not about removing the human element from one-to-one interactions. 

In fact, it's about making more time for these and providing a better experience for your
customers.

You can automate notifications to let you know when it’s the right time to reach out to a
customer, meaning you can engage in targeted outreach for better results. Customer
satisfaction surveys can also be automated to alert you when a customer needs quick
attention to reduce the risk of churn.



Let’s say you’re a small business owner who has handled all of your own email marketing
while juggling various other duties. Unless you are an expert email marketer, you may not
be giving this area the attention it deserves and the quality may suffer. 

When hiring a contract email marketing expert, they can set up the necessary workflows and
funnels that can help your email marketing run on autopilot, potentially resulting in more
sales.  - You can perfect them as you get to know your systems and workflows better.

TIP: Outsource to Experts.



Choose which tasks you’re going to automate

How to Automate Your Small
Business in 4 Simple Steps

REMEMBER:
S.Y.S.T.E.M.

Save yourself time,
energy  & money.

Choose your automation tools

Set your automation targets

Track results and refine your processes
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